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In the “mobile-first” era we live in, hosting and managing websites can be complicated 
and time consuming, taking your focus away from your real business. You need the best 
platform for developing and hosting fast, reliable, and secure WordPress sites in order to 
bring your vision to life.

The best choice for managed WordPress hosting.

digital experiences are 
powered by WP Engine.

500K+

customers in 140 countries 
trust WP Engine with their 

digital experiences.

120K+

To learn more about WP Engine’s Digital Experience Platform,
please ask your Agency Partner for an introduction to our expert team. 

SPEED SECURITY SUPPORT

 � 38% average improvement  
     in site speed post- 
     migration to WP Engine*

 � Global site performance       
     with fully-managed CDN

 � Best-in-class infrastructure   
     deployed on AWS and             
     Google Cloud Platform 

 � Globally-dispersed edge  
     servers for caching static  
     assets closer to end user

Beyond managed hosting.
The agility, performance, intelligence, and integrations 
that let sites shine.

THE PLATFORM 
OF CHOICE

Hosting.
Reliable AWS and GCP architecture 

that keeps you online.

Security.
Protect your sites with

real-time threat detection.

Optimization.
Deliver scalable, performant, 

WordPress digital experiences.

 �  Dedicated security team 
focused on security 
engineering, governance, 
and compliance 

 � Mitigated vulnerabilities       
     with managed WordPress  
     Core updates and security  
     patching 

 � Business continuity,        
     revenue protection,   
 and app-level security       
     with Global Edge   
 Security from CloudFlare

 � Migration support,         
     Go-live management, and   
     post-go-live performance        
 diagnostics

 � World-class 24/7 support  
     with an average response  
     time of < 3 minutes

 � Four WordPress Core  
     contributors on staff     
     and a global team of  
     recognized subject matter  
     experts 

* (average site speed, based on page load testing, across 13,000 migrated websites – 2019)
   4-6x faster performance compared to other platforms thanks to WP Engine EverCache (2019)

of the Internet visits at least 
one experience on WP Engine 

each day.

5% 

+ DMPHosting by Digital Marketing Partner

Support@DigitalMarketingPartner.agency


